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Summary

Results are presented for the stagnation-point

heat-transfer rates used in the design process of the

Aeroassist Flight Experiment (AFE) vehicle over its

entire aeropass trajectory. The ight experiment had

been proposed to obtain measurements of surface and

ow-�eld quantities for an improved understanding

of the aerothermal nature of the ow at hyperveloc-

ity, low-density aeropass conditions and to provide a

data base to verify existing prediction methods. The

prediction methods used in this investigation demon-

strate the application of computational uid dynam-

ics (CFD) techniques to a wide range of ight con-

ditions and their usefulness in a design process. The

heating rates were computed by a viscous-shock-layer

(VSL) code at the lower altitudes, and by a Navier-

Stokes (N-S) code for the higher altitude cases. For

both these methods, �nite-rate chemically reacting

gas was considered, and a temperature-dependent

wall-catalysis model was used. The wall tempera-

ture for each case was assumed to be radiative equi-

librium temperature, based on total (radiative plus

convective) heating. The radiative heating was es-

timated by using a correlation equation. Wall slip

was included in the N-S calculation method, and

this method implicitly accounts for shock slip. The

N-S/VSL combination of prediction methods was es-

tablished by comparison with the published results

of the benchmark ow-�eld code LAURA at lower

altitudes, and comparison with the direct simulation

Monte Carlo results for the higher altitude cases of

this study.

For the purpose of obtaining the design heat-

ing rates over the entire forward face of the vehicle,

a boundary-layer method (BLIMP code) that em-

ploys reacting chemistry and surface catalysis was

used. The ratio of the viscous-shock-layer or Navier-

Stokes method prediction to that obtained from

the boundary-layer method at the stagnation point

is used to de�ne an adjustment factor, which ac-

counts for the discrepancies involved in using the

boundary-layer method. This adjustment factor and

the boundary-layer prediction were used to obtain

the design values of heating rate.

Symbols

AF adjustment factor,
q
VSL

q
BL

or
q
N�S

q
BL

C� Chapman-Rubesin constant,
��T1
�1T�

CH heat-transfer coe�cient,
qc

1

2
�1U3

1

cp speci�c heat at constant pressure

K2 Cheng's rarefaction parameter,
Re1

1M
2

1
C�

M Mach number

n distance normal to the surface

�n grid spacing in normal direction

q heat-transfer rate

Re Reynolds number,
�URn
�

Re� equivalent postshock Reynolds num-

ber,
�1U1Rn

��

Rn vehicle nose radius

T temperature

To ideal gas stagnation temperature,
U2

1

2cp1

T� reference temperature, taken here as
To + Tw

2

t time

U velocity

x; y; z vehicle Cartesian coordinates, see

�gure 1

 speci�c heat ratio

" rarefaction parameter de�ned in

equation (7)

�  � 1

2

� viscosity

�� viscosity evaluated from Sutherland's

law at temperature T�

� density

Subscripts:

c convective

h altitude

r radiative

ref reference (see eqs. (8){(10))

s postshock

t total

w wall

1 ambient free stream

� conditions based on reference tempera-

ture T�

1



Acronyms:

AFE Aeroassist Flight Experiment

BL boundary layer

BLIMP Boundary-Layer Integral Matrix

Procedure

CFD computational uid dynamics

DSMC direct simulation Monte Carlo

LAURA Langley Aerothermodynamic Upwind

Relaxation Algorithm

N-S Navier-Stokes

TPS thermal protection system

VSL viscous shock layer

Introduction

The technology of aeroassist (i.e., the use of an

atmospheric pass to modify the orbit of a space ve-

hicle) has frequently been proposed as a promising

mode for future space missions, as noted, for ex-

ample, in reference 1. The principal advantage of

aeroassist is the saving of weight by reducing the

fuel requirements for orbit modulation; it follows that

the heat shield required for the aeroassist maneuver

must be designed with a minimum impact on space-

craft weight. Thus it is highly desirable to have engi-

neering tools suitable for accurate prediction of heat

transfer at the high-altitude conditions of an aeroas-

sist trajectory. However, as discussed in reference 2,

ight at aeroassist conditions is characterized by such

factors as a highly viscous, reacting chemistry with

thermal nonequilibrium e�ects, shock and wall slip

e�ects, and nonequilibrium radiation. In this regard,

the aeroassist mission design di�ers from that for an

entry mission, where the peak heating occurs at much

lower altitudes. Thus, past experience in design and

analysis of vehicle heat shields for entry has not pro-

vided adequate technology development or engineer-

ing tools to support the design of aeroassist vehicle

heat shields.

The present work was performed in support of the

Aeroassist Flight Experiment (AFE), a project that

NASA initiated to gather ight data in the ight

regime that would be typical for future aeroassist

missions. Even though the justi�cation for the AFE

mission was lack of adequate engineering tools, or

benchmark data to verify such tools for heat shield

design, still it was necessary to surmount these prob-

lems in order to design the heat shield for the AFE

vehicle itself.

Consequently, a considerable e�ort has been ex-

pended to develop computational ow-�eld methods

needed for the design and performance prediction of

the AFE heat shield. While the AFE was still in

the design stages, budgetary and priority consider-

ations caused the cancellation of the AFE mission.

Nevertheless, the planning activity for this mission

generated signi�cant advances in computational ow-

�eld technology for treating nonequilibrium, radiat-

ing shock-layer ows. This paper presents a por-

tion of that computational activity: speci�cally, the

advancements made in the prediction of stagnation-

point heat-transfer rate, and the capability to employ

a combination of these methods to allow estimation

of heating rate for any time during the aeropass.

The procedure adopted for AFE design activity

was to calculate the stagnation-point heating with a

combination of a viscous-shock-layer (VSL) method

(ref. 3) at the lower altitudes and a Navier-Stokes

(N-S) method (ref. 4) at the higher altitudes. With

these stagnation-point results as foundation, ap-

proximate heating distributions with the boundary-

layer method (ref. 5) were obtained for the forebody

design.

This paper presents �rst the analysis that was

made to verify the accuracy of the VSL and N-S codes

for the range of conditions of the AFE aeropass and

then compares the predicted stagnation-point heat-

transfer rate to that predicted by the boundary-layer

method. The design methodology takes into account

the e�ects of shock-layer chemical nonequilibrium,

�nite wall catalysis, wall slip and shock slip, and

the contribution of shock-layer radiation to the total

heating rate. The veri�cation process is made over

a range of free-stream states spanning from entry in-

terface, at the border of continuum ow, by compar-

ison to the direct simulation Monte Carlo method, to

the perigee condition, using results from a full three-

dimensional Navier-Stokes code. This range covers

more than three orders of magnitude in Reynolds

number. The ratio of the combined VSL/N-S re-

sults to the boundary-layer results, termed the ad-

justment factor, is shown as a function of pertinent

parameters.

Methodology

This section provides a discussion of the fore-

body con�guration of the AFE vehicle, the ow-�eld

model and properties used, and brief descriptions

of the computational methods and radiative heating

correlation employed.

Con�guration

The con�guration of the AFE vehicle forebody is

an ellipsoidal nose tangent to an elliptical cone. The

2



base of the cone is raked o� at an angle of 17� to

the normal to the body axis, and a skirt section is

attached to the cone. See �gure 1. The geometry,

which is de�ned in reference 6, is completely ana-

lytic. Since the present report is concerned primar-

ily with the stagnation-point heat transfer, only the

nose region is considered here. The radius of the nose

in the plane of symmetry (the smaller radius of the

ellipsoid) is 7.54 ft (2.3 m). In the other plane of sym-

metry of the ellipsoid, the radius is 11.46 ft (3.49 m).

It should be noted that none of the present calcula-

tion methods considered a full three-dimensional ge-

ometry. The computational con�guration considered

for the present methods was an axially symmetric

representation of the AFE, consisting of a spherical

segment nose (Rn = 7:1 ft = 2:16 m) and a 60� half-

angle cone. This e�ective nose radius was selected be-

cause the resultant convective heating prediction at

the peak heating condition was found to be the same

as that calculated by the benchmark LAURA code

(ref. 7) for the full three-dimensional con�guration

at an angle of attack of 0�.

Free-Stream State

The free-stream conditions for the present cal-

culations are taken from the AFE trajectory iden-

ti�ed for the design calculations as Baseline 5 trajec-

tory. Cases are selected covering the time period for

which the vehicle is within the sensible atmosphere.

Table I gives the free-stream conditions considered

herein. Some of the pertinent free-stream parame-

ters are shown in �gure 2. Figure 2(a) illustrates the

velocity-altitude variation, while �gure 2(b) shows

the velocity and Reynolds number variation with

time. Time is measured from the instant when the

spacecraft has descended to an altitude of 400 000 ft.

The free-stream thermodynamic state properties

were taken as a function of altitude from the tra-

jectory calculation, which used the NASA Marshall

Space Flight Center Global Reference Atmosphere.

The version of the atmosphere used is identi�ed

as GRAM86, which is derived from that described

in reference 8. The values of various parameters

Side view

Rake
plane

U

Ellipsoidal
nose

Elliptic cone

17° Rake angle

Skirt

A

x

A

y

∞

View A-A normal to rake plane

y

z

Figure 1. AFE vehicle geometry.
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Figure 2. Variation of free-stream parameters for the AFE
trajectory.

employed for correlation (altitude, M;Re1;Re�;K
2;

and ") are given in table II. The use of these

parameters will be discussed subsequently.

Flow Characteristics

Several characteristics dominate the shock-layer

ow �eld in the range of free-stream conditions for

aeroassist vehicles:

1. Most of the shock-layer ow is chemically re-

acting nonequilibrium ow, with thermal nonequilib-

rium conditions at the higher altitudes. The calcu-

lation methods used in the present work use either

5-species (N, O, NO, N2, O2) or 11-species (N, O,

NO, N2, O2, NO
+, N+, O+, N+

2
, O+

2
, e�) chemical

reaction models, but they each consider thermal equi-

librium only. The 5-species model was employed with

the viscous-shock-layer and boundary-layer methods,

whereas the 11-species model was used in the Navier-

Stokes calculations. A check was made (at the com-

puted peak-heating condition) to see the e�ect of the

number of species considered, by making 1 VSL cal-

culation with 11 species. The number of species did

not have a signi�cant e�ect on the computed heating

rate for the case considered.

2. Highly viscous and merged shock layers pre-

vail. Free-stream Reynolds number based on nose

radius varies from less than 20 to nearly 105. The

viscous-shock-layer method considers viscous e�ects

for the entire shock layer, but assumes a thin shock

wave. The stagnation-region Navier-Stokes method

computes the thickened shock, implicitly accounting

for shock slip. Wall-slip e�ects (ref. 9) have also been

included in this method. The boundary-layer method

does not consider any of these e�ects, which are ma-

jor sources of di�erence in the present comparison,

especially at higher altitudes.

3. A strong inuence of wall catalytic e�ects on

the recombination of dissociated species is observed

at lower altitudes. A signi�cant portion of the heat

energy brought to the wall comes as a result of the

di�usion of atoms, with their accompanying latent

heat of dissociation. If the surface is noncatalytic,

this heat is not delivered to the wall; if the surface is

fully catalytic, all this heat is deposited. As shown in

reference 10, the reaction-cured glass coating used to

seal the surface of the heat-shield tiles has a rather

low energy recombination coe�cient, and the spe-

ci�c value of this coe�cient is sharply temperature

dependent. The importance of this wall temperature

e�ect is illustrated in �gure 3, which presents cal-

culations using the VSL method, for which several

values are assumed for the wall temperature, but all

other conditions remain constant. The data of ref-

erence 10 indicate that the wall reaction rate coef-

�cients for both oxygen and nitrogen atoms attain

maximum values near 1600 K and decrease sharply

for wall temperatures greater or less than this value.

As seen in �gure 3, the value of the computed heating

rate is closely tied to the assumed wall temperature

when this model of wall catalysis is used. Conse-

quently, any comparison of heating prediction meth-

ods must use similar assumptions regarding wall tem-

perature. All the current solutions have modeled the

wall recombination coe�cient similar to the data of

reference 10, and the solutions have been iterated

so that the wall temperature is essentially equal to

the radiative equilibrium value for the predicted total

heat-transfer rate. For each of the methods, a sur-

face emissivity of 0.85 was assumed, and the solution

4
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method was iterated until the wall temperature con-

verged to within 2 K.

4. Radiative transfer in the ow �eld can be sig-

ni�cant. For the free-stream conditions and con�g-

uration considered here, the surface heating mode

is primarily convective, but the radiative heating is

large enough that it may not be neglected in com-

puting the equilibrium wall temperature to assess

thermal protection system (TPS) design. Indeed,

for a larger vehicle, the radiative transfer might be

the dominant mode. None of the present calcula-

tion methods couple the radiative ux terms in the

solution method, but for the purpose of computing

equilibrium wall temperature based on total (radia-

tive plus convective) heat transfer, an estimate of

the nonequilibrium radiative heating rate has been

made. The radiative heating component in this work

was estimated by the equation of reference 11. This

equation is provided in a subsequent section.

Computational Methods

Viscous-shock-layer (VSL) method. The

viscous-shock-layer code described in reference 3 was

used in the present work for the lower altitude calcu-

lations. As shown in reference 12, the VSL method,

even with surface-slip and shock-slip conditions con-

sidered, gives erroneous results at the higher alti-

tudes. At these altitudes the higher order terms

(left out of the normal momentum equation in the

VSL equations) become signi�cant and result in

breakdown of the application of these equations. At

lower altitudes, however, the higher order terms are

insigni�cant and the VSL equations give quite accu-

rate results (ref. 3). The VSL code employed here

used a 5-species air model, mentioned earlier, and

a temperature-dependent wall-catalysis model taken

from reference 10. Since these calculations were re-

stricted to low-altitude cases only, no surface-slip or

shock-slip boundary conditions were implemented in

the code. The VSL computational domain encom-

passed all the subsonic portion of the shock-layer

ow; the solution was continued to a supersonic out-

ow boundary. For the present VSL (and N-S) calcu-

lations, an appropriate grid size was established for

the peak heating condition at an altitude of about

76 km through a grid-re�nement study of the sur-

face heat-transfer rate. For other altitude calcu-

lations, the grid size was varied in relation to the

76-km-altitude grid by employing the relation

(�n)h = (�n)h=76km
[�

ref
= (�1U1Rn)]h

[�
ref
= (�1U1Rn)]h=76km

(1)

Navier-Stokes (N-S) method. The stagnation
region Navier-Stokes code described in reference 4

was used in the present work for the lower density

cases, where the ow may be too rare�ed to justify

the simplifying assumptions of the VSL method. An

11-species nonequilibrium chemistry model was em-

ployed. The nose radius used was 7.1 ft (2.16 m),

in agreement with the VSL method. Solutions were

run with and without the wall-slip condition. How-

ever, only results with wall slip are used in the

AFE design calculation. The wall-catalysis model is

consistent with the other methods.

Boundary-layer method (BLIMP code).
The boundary-layer calculations reported here em-

ployed the 1988 version of the Boundary-Layer Inte-

gral Matrix Procedure (BLIMP88) code as described

in reference 5. Pressure distributions and metric co-

e�cients were obtained with the BLUNT2D inviscid

code of reference 13. This method has been used to

provide an engineering approach for computing the

heating over the vehicle forebody. With the BLIMP

code as the engineering method, a reacting bound-

ary layer with surface catalytic e�ects can be consid-

ered. Along several rays originating from the stagna-

tion point, the BLIMP code was used to compute the

heating distribution. For each ray, no cross ow was

considered; the con�guration could be considered to

be the body generated by rotating that ray about the

wind vector. For the results presented here, the ray

in the plane of symmetry was used, so the e�ective

nose radius was 7.54 ft (2.3 m). These results were

computed with chemical nonequilibrium conditions

in the boundary layer for a 5-species air model, as-

suming equilibrium boundary-layer edge conditions.

Finite wall catalysis was modeled with the data of

reference 10.

5



Radiative Heating Calculation

An estimate of the nonequilibrium radiative heat-

transfer rate has been included in the present work

by using a correlation given in reference 9. In this

correlation, the stagnation-point radiation heating,

qr, is given as

log (qr) = 0:3542 + 0:5646
U1

1000
+

�
0:306

+ 0:066
U1

1000

�
log (�1Rn) (2)

where the units are as follows:

qr W/cm2

U1 m/sec

�1 kg/m3

Rn m

It should be noted that equation (2) must be used

with caution: it is only an approximation to a very

complex calculation, which itself is very much in need

of experimental con�rmation.

In this study, equation (2) was used to estimate

the radiative contribution to the total heating so

as to compute a realistic radiative equilibrium wall

temperature. For the VSL and N-S methods, a

nose radius of 9.0 ft (2.74 m) was used in equa-

tion (2) because this produced the same thickness

shock layer with the VSL code as was computed

by the benchmark LAURA code (ref. 7) for the full

three-dimensional (3-D) AFE forebody. It may be

noted that the mean of the two principal radii of the

ellipsoidal nose is 9.5 ft, so the computed value is

close to what one would intuitively expect. However,

the BLIMP calculations used a nose radius of 7.5 ft

(2.286 m) for the radiative calculation because that

value was consistent with the geometric radius used

for the convective heating calculation. The di�er-

ence in assumed nose radii between the VSL method

and the BLIMP method resulted in a small di�er-

ence in computed radiative heating, which thereby

inuenced the radiative-equilibrium wall tempera-

ture. This inconsistency in methods was examined

near the peak radiative heating condition, where it

might be expected to have maximum impact. For

this test, the VSL method was run using a nose ra-

dius of 7.1 ft for the convective calculation, but using

both 7.5 ft and 9.0 ft for nose radius in the radiative

heating estimate. The di�erence in computed radia-

tive heating caused by the di�erence in nose radius

resulted in a wall temperature di�erence of about

8 K. The change in convective heating caused by this

di�erence in wall temperature was 1 percent. It was

deemed, therefore, that the inconsistency in estimat-

ing radiative heating was not su�cient to alter con-

clusions when comparing results from the di�erent

computational methods and would become a part of

the adjustment factor correction.

Thermodynamic and Transport Properties

The thermodynamic and transport properties em-

ployed in the VSL and N-S codes are those of refer-

ence 14, which are valid to a temperature of 30 000 K.

Mixture viscosity is obtained by the method of

Armaly and Sutton (ref. 15), and the mixture ther-

mal conductivity is computed by the Mason and

Saxena relation of reference 16. A variable Prandtl

number, along with a variable Lewis number, is used.

A binary di�usion approximation is used for comput-

ing the variable Lewis number, and the binary di�u-

sion coe�cient is assumed to be that for molecular

nitrogen di�using into atomic oxygen.

The thermodynamic properties used in the

BLIMP boundary-layer code are from the JANAF

tables of reference 17, which are valid to 6000 K. For

temperatures above 6000 K, BLIMP uses the JANAF

data to extrapolate to 30 000 K. At the lower tem-

peratures (near the wall), values of the speci�c heat

and enthalpy are essentially the same as from refer-

ences 14 and 17. At higher temperatures near the

shock, however, the properties from reference 14 and

those extrapolated from reference 17 are considerably

di�erent. For the calculation of Schmidt (or Lewis)

number, BLIMP uses a bifurcation approximation to

simplify the conservation equations and to allow the

use of a reference di�usion coe�cient with di�usion

factors that are a function only of the species. Simi-

lar to the VSL and N-S codes, the mixture viscosity

and the thermal conductivity are computed by using

the formulas of references 15 and 16. However, the

individual species viscosities and thermal conductiv-

ities are those from reference 18. At a temperature

of 3000� R (which is comparable to the wall tem-

perature in the present work) there is a di�erence of

about 13.8 percent in the mixture thermal conduc-

tivity computed by the VSL and BLIMP codes at

peak heating conditions; the viscosities of the mix-

tures are essentially the same. This di�erence in the

thermal conductivity is partially responsible for the

di�erence in the heating rates predicted by the VSL

and BLIMP codes near peak heating conditions.

Results and Discussion

As stated previously, the goal of this work is to

�rst demonstrate that a combination of the VSL and

6



N-S methods can provide accurate stagnation-point

heating predictions over the very broad range of free-

stream conditions of the aeropass. This is done by

comparison with other detailed methods considered

to be benchmark quality for the speci�c conditions.

Then the speci�c adjustment factors required for the

AFE trajectory to correct the stagnation-point re-

sults of the boundary-layer method are presented.

Also, since the range of free-stream conditions is

so broad, spanning much of the viscous continuum

regime and including chemically reacting stream and

wall conditions, the applicability of some of the

commonly used viscous correlation parameters is

examined.

Veri�cation of VSL and N-S Results

This section presents the veri�cation of the meth-

ods used to de�ne the stagnation-point heating rate

history for the aeroassist vehicle. The de�nition of

these rates by a full 3-D �nite reacting code appli-

cable to continuum as well as near-continuum lim-

its would require a large amount of computer time.

Thus, two assumptions were made to permit timely

calculations of the stagnation values. The �rst was

that an e�ective nose radius could be determined to

allow the use of axisymmetric methods. The sec-

ond was that a stagnation-region N-S method with

surface slip could be used to de�ne the aerothermal

conditions for the highest altitudes to be considered,

even though these conditions border on or exceed

the continuum limit. For the lower altitudes, a VSL

method was considered to be more e�cient and ad-

equate to de�ne the heating. In addition to demon-

strating the applicability of this code combination,

the section will also de�ne the match point, that is,

the trajectory condition for which it is appropriate

to switch codes.

Axisymmetric approximation. The LAURA

code results of reference 7 for the AFE forebody

con�guration at free-stream conditions typical of

peak heating were used to determine an e�ective

nose radius for the VSL code. An e�ective radius

of 7.1 ft (2.16 m) was found, and this value was

used for both the VSL method and N-S method

for all cases. In �gure 4, results from the VSL

and N-S methods are compared. The cases pre-

sented in �gure 4 are for a slightly di�erent tra-

jectory than the Baseline 5 trajectory used else-

where in this paper, but the di�erences are mi-

nor, and the results shown in �gure 4 span the

range of conditions considered herein. Figure 4(a)

presents the heat-transfer coe�cient as a function of

free-stream Reynolds number (based on a nose ra-

dius of 7.54 ft). For the highest Reynolds numbers
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Figure 4. Comparison of VSL and N-S methods over the range

of free-stream conditions of the present study.

considered (Re1 > 60 000), the VSL calculations are

compared with newer results from the 3-D LAURA

code (ref. 19). The assumed free-stream conditions of

reference 19 are somewhat di�erent, and the LAURA

code had undergone further re�nement in the in-

terim, but it is clear from �gure 4(a) that an ef-

fective nose radius of 7.1 ft in the VSL code again

gives good agreement with the 3-D LAURA results.

No LAURA code results were available for compar-

ison at higher altitudes. It may be noted that use

of this e�ective nose radius accounts for not only

the 3-D e�ects, but also other di�erences in code

characteristics.

Match point. The VSL heating rate results

are in good agreement with the N-S results for

Reynolds numbers greater than 5000, but for smaller

Reynolds numbers, the VSL method begins to di-

verge, producing values of heat-transfer coe�cient

7



greater than 1 for the lowest Reynolds number cases.

The small values of Reynolds number encompassed

by the present results are indicative of the large role

of transport e�ects in the stagnation-region ow �eld.

This is illustrated in �gure 4(b) by presenting the re-

sults with Cheng's rarefaction parameter, K2, as the

independent variable. This parameter is de�ned in

reference 20 as

K2 = �1
�1U1Rn

��

T�

To
(3)

where the subscript � refers to the reference

temperature, taken as

T� =
Ts + Tw

2
(4)

For the present work, K2 was evaluated in the

same manner as in reference 21:

K2 =
Re1

1M2
1
C�

(5)

where C� is the Chapman-Rubesin constant

C� =
��T1

�1T�
(6)

For simplicity in evaluating T�, the wall temperature
was assumed constant at Tw = 1500 K, and the

temperature behind the shock, Ts, is replaced by the

ideal gas stagnation temperature, To. Equations (3)
and (5) are equivalent for a perfect gas.

In reference 20, Cheng used the quantity �K2

to de�ne the boundary of the vorticity-interaction

regime as follows:

Regime I: O(1) � �K2 <1
Regime II: O(�) � �K2 � O(1)

Cheng de�nes regime I as the boundary-layer and

vorticity-interaction domains, and regime II as the

incipient-merged-layer domain. Since e�ective values

of � are of the order of 0.1, the onset boundary

of the incipient-merged-layer regime may be taken

roughly as K2 = 10. This is seen in �gure 4(b)

to be approximately the point at which the VSL

predictions of heating rate diverge from the N-S

predictions.

The VSL method used here omits both wall-slip

and shock-slip e�ects. The e�ects of wall slip are

shown in �gure 4 by the N-S results, which are

presented for cases both with and without wall-slip

boundary conditions. It may be seen that wall slip

makes a moderate impact on the heat-transfer rate

for values of K2 less than 10. However, the small

magnitude of the wall-slip e�ect makes it clear that

this is not the primary cause of the VSL divergence.

In reference 22, it is also shown that wall-slip and

shock-slip e�ects become signi�cant at about the

same degree of rarefaction. The rarefaction parame-

ter used in reference 22 is ", which is de�ned as

" =
1p
Reref

(7)

where

Reref =
�1U1Rn

�ref
(8)

�ref = � (Tref) (9)

Tref =
U2
1

cp1
(10)

The Sutherland relation (ref. 14) is to be used to

evaluate the viscosity �ref at the temperature Tref .

Reference 22 presents perfect gas solutions of the

VSL equations, and these solutions indicate that

the e�ects of wall-slip and shock-slip inuence the

stagnation-point heating rate for values of " � about

0.15. In �gure 4(b), values of " are shown for

the cases of K2 = 9 and 22. It is seen that the

divergence of the VSL solutions commences for values

of " greater than about 0.1.

Since no shock slip is assumed in the present VSL

calculation method, the shock wave is modeled as a

discontinuity, whereas in actuality for small values

of K2, the shock wave acquires signi�cant thickness

compared with the entire shock layer. This is illus-

trated in �gure 5, which shows normal temperature

pro�les as computed by the VSL and N-S methods

for the two cases of " = 0:08 and 0.13. Since

the VSL assumes an instantaneous jump for the

shock, the shock-wave thickness is always zero for

this method. This is appropriate for large values

of the ow Reynolds number (or small values of ")
when the outer portion of the shock-layer ow may

be assumed inviscid. However, the shock wave, as

computed by the N-S solution, thickens rapidly with

diminishing density, as is clearly evident for " = 0:13.
Thus, the VSL method, which omits the viscous dif-

fusion terms in the normal momentum equation, be-

gins to predict inaccurate wall heat transfer when

its shock-jump model becomes inadequate. In com-

paring the present results, for nonequilibrium ow

chemistry and �nite wall catalysis, with the perfect

8
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Figure 5. Comparison of temperature pro�les.

gas solutions of reference 22, it is seen that the value

of " for which shock and wall slip become important

is about the same. Thus, it appears that ow chem-

istry is not a major driver in determining the onset

of slip e�ects.

In the present work, the VSL method is used only

when the value of " is less than 0.07, so as to avoid
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Figure 6. Comparison of direct simulation Monte Carlo
prediction with continuum method results for AFE

trajectory conditions. Tw = 1000 K for all cases.

errors categorized as shock-slip errors. Also, to avoid

wall-slip errors in the results at high altitudes, only

N-S cases with wall slip are included.

Near-continuum range comparison. The

range of the present results includes cases for which

K2 is less than 1, and thus the data extend beyond

the accepted boundary of the merged layer regime.

For the present conditions, atK2 = 1 the free-stream

mean free path is approximately 0.78 m, or about 1/3

the nose radius. Thus, it is appropriate to question

the validity of the continuum-ow assumption for the

most rare�ed cases. In �gure 6, results (which were

reported in ref. 3) from the present VSL and N-S

methods are compared with the predictions reported

in reference 23 from the direct simulation Monte

Carlo (DSMC) method. The results in this refer-

ence were obtained in support of the AFE project,

and thus the con�guration and trajectory conditions

were similar to those for the present results. How-

ever, for all results shown in �gure 6, the wall tem-

perature was assumed to be 1000 K. Figure 6 shows

that the N-S results are in good agreement with the

DSMC results for values ofK2 less than 1. The great-

est disagreement between the continuum and DSMC

methods occurs when K2 is about 25, which corre-

sponds to an altitude of 295 000 ft (90 km). Since

this is a region where one should expect good re-

sults for either the N-S or the DSMC approach, the

discrepancy would appear to be the result of dif-

fering assumptions. One such assumption concerns

thermal equilibrium in the shock layer. The present

continuum methods assume thermal equilibrium, but

the DSMC calculations make no such assumption.
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Indeed they predict large di�erences in the transla-

tional, rotational, and vibrational temperatures at

an altitude of 90 km (see ref. 23). It is reasonable

to expect that this thermal nonequilibrium makes

a signi�cant impact on the chemical reactions, and

hence on the wall heat-transfer rate. At higher al-

titudes the thermal nonequilibrium is greater, but

the chemical reactions are retarded, with the ow

nearly frozen chemically. For lower altitudes, refer-

ence 23 shows that thermal nonequilibrium is greatly

diminished in the shock layer, and at an altitude

of 78 km, thermal equilibrium has been essentially

attained near the wall.

Results Obtained for AFE Trajectory

All the stagnation-point convective-heating re-

sults which have been computed by the three com-

putational methods are presented in table III. For

convenience, both English and metric units are

presented in this table, and the data have been sep-

arated into entry and exit phases of the trajectory.

All the calculated results are shown in �gure 7, where

the heat-transfer rate, qc, is shown as a function

of trajectory time. This �gure illustrates that the

calculations are su�cient in number to de�ne the

heat pulse of the aeroassist maneuver. Figure 7 also

shows that the detailed ow-�eld methods (VSL and

N-S) tend to predict a greater heating rate than the

boundary-layer method. Near the peak of the heat

pulse, the VSL method predicts higher heating than

the BLIMP method by about 6 percent. Much of

this di�erence can be attributed to the di�erence in

nose radius assumed and in the transport properties

used in the two methods. However, at the early entry

as well as the later exit times, the discrepancies are

much larger. These times represent ow-�eld condi-

tions for which boundary-layer assumptions are not

applicable.
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Figure 7. Heat-transfer rate as a function of trajectory time.

The di�erences in predicted heating rate are more

clearly seen in �gure 8, which shows the heat-transfer

coe�cient, CH , presented as a function of free-stream
Reynolds number, Re1. It may be seen here that the

results for the entry leg (i.e., while the vehicle is de-

scending) do not correlate well with the outbound, or

exit, leg results for corresponding values of Reynolds

number. The di�erence is greatest for the BLIMP

results, but may be discerned to a much lesser ex-

tent for the VSL or N-S solutions as well. The ve-

locity is signi�cantly di�erent for the two legs, ex-

cept, of course, near perigee. For any given altitude

above 260 000 ft, the velocity exceeds 32 000 ft/sec

on the entry leg and is less than 26 000 ft/sec for the

exit leg. This velocity di�erence implies large di�er-

ences in shock-layer temperatures and species con-

centrations, so it is to be expected that free-stream

Reynolds number may not be an adequate correla-

tion parameter for the entry leg and exit leg results.

However, it is not obvious why the lower velocity,

exit results for the boundary-layer method would be

so much lower than the entry leg results, while the

VSL and N-S results are in much better agreement

for the two legs. This discrepancy may arise from the

several shortcomings of the boundary-layer method

when it is employed at these extremely high-altitude

ight conditions. Major contributors are the assump-

tion of equilibrium edge conditions, no slip e�ects,

and the neglect of displacement thickness e�ects for

the boundary-layer method.
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Figure 8. Calculated heat-transfer coe�cient as a function of
free-stream Reynolds number.

Figure 9 shows the results with K2 as the inde-

pendent variable. For the N-S solutions for K2 < 10,

this parameter improves the agreement between the

results from the entry and exit legs. Use of this

parameter does not help the correlation for the

boundary-layer method results. Figure 10 shows the

heat-transfer coe�cient with a postshock Reynolds
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number, Re�, as the independent parameter. The

correlation using this parameter is seen to be similar

to that obtained using K2 (�g. 9.)

As explained previously, it was considered desir-

able to use the boundary-layer method for the AFE

heat shield design calculations because it provided

a quick, computationally inexpensive means to com-

pute heating rate over the entire forward face of the

vehicle, including an approximation to the nonax-

isymmetric nature of the AFE con�guration. As

shown in �gures 8{10, the boundary-layer calculation

is appropriate for conditions near the AFE perigee,

but it incurs large errors at higher altitudes, where

it is important to consider low-density phenomena,

including wall slip, shock slip, and incipient merged-

layer ow. Thus, in order to use the boundary-layer

method to estimate convective heat-transfer rate over

the entire aeropass trajectory, it is necessary that an

adjustment factor correct the stagnation-point heat-

ing for these e�ects. The value of the adjustment

factor was obtained by comparison of the boundary-

layer predictions with those from the VSL and N-S

codes. Speci�cally, the adjustment factor is the ratio

of the VSL result to the BLIMP result for " < 0:07
and is the ratio of the N-S result to the BLIMP re-

sult for " > 0:07. It may be noted that using the ad-

justment factor to scale the stagnation-point heating,

and then using the boundary-layer method to com-

pute the heating distribution, implies that the adjust-

ment factor adequately corrects the heating rate over

the entire forward surface. In fact, it is not known

if this is true, for only very limited 3-D benchmark

results are available to compare with the boundary-

layer calculations for locations away from the stag-

nation point, and the solutions available do not span

the necessary range of free-stream conditions.

The adjustment factor is presented as a function

of rarefaction parameter K2 in �gures 11 and 12. In

�gure 11 the adjustment factor is based on convective

heat-transfer rate, whereas in �gure 12 the total heat-

transfer rate is used to form this factor. As could be

expected, there are only minor di�erences between

the results for the two forms of the adjustment factor.

In either �gure, this factor is near 1.0 for the highest

density conditions. With decreasing value of K2, the

value of the adjustment factor rises, reaching a peak

near K2 = 2, and then decreases. Although the

increase occurs for both the entry phase and the exit

phase, the peak value is much greater for the exit

phase.
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Figure 11. Convective adjustment factor as a function of the

rarefaction parameter K2 for both entry and exit phases

of the aeropass.

In the past, various investigators (e.g., refs. 24

and 25) have also found a similar result; the ra-

tio of qc predicted by viscous ow-�eld methods to
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that predicted by the boundary-layer method tends

to values greater than 1.0 for rare�ed conditions,

but falls, even to values less than 1.0, as noncon-

tinuum ow is approached. In reference 24, this

trend is shown to be con�rmed by the experimen-

tal data available. The present adjustment factors

follow similar trends qualitatively. While this pa-

per evaluates the error in heat-transfer rate predic-

tion that occurs if the boundary-layer method is em-

ployed at very high-altitude ight conditions, it does

not attempt an analysis of the speci�c failures of the

boundary-layer assumptions.

It may be noted that when the adjustment factor

is not near 1.0, there is a disparity in the computed

wall temperature between the BLIMP result and the

VSL or N-S result. Thus, when the adjustment factor

and the BLIMP code are employed, this correction

accounts not only for the errors in the boundary-layer

assumption, but also for the di�erence in computed

wall temperature.

Finally, �gure 13 presents the adjustment factor

as a function of altitude. Design calculations for

AFE component heating at various altitudes have

employed the adjustment factor as shown in this

�gure.

Concluding Remarks

This work presents the results of stagnation-point

heat-transfer calculations for the Aeroassist Flight

Experiment (AFE) vehicle over its entire aeropass

trajectory. These results have been obtained to pre-

dict heating rates for heat shield and experiment

design of the AFE during its aeropass maneuver.

The predictions cover the altitude range 246 000

to 400 000 ft (75.2 to 121.9 km) and the velocity

range 24 500 to 32 500 ft/sec (7484 to 9917 m/sec).

For these conditions, a viscous-shock-layer (VSL)

code was run for the more dense (lower altitude)

cases, and a stagnation-region code employing the

full Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations was run for the

more rare�ed (higher altitude) cases. The calculated

results from these methods were used to form an

adjustment factor, which corrected the stagnation-

point results obtained with the BLIMP boundary-

layer code to an accurate estimate, even though

the range included free-stream conditions far too

rare�ed to justify the boundary-layer assumptions.

The BLIMP code was used because it provided an

engineering approach that could include a reacting

boundary layer and wall catalysis. The code was

quick, computationally inexpensive, and a convenient

way to compute heating distributions over the en-

tire forward face of the AFE con�guration. All the

methods employed similar models for wall catalysis

and wall temperature and included an estimate of

the radiative contribution to the total heating. Some

di�erences in geometry were used in the boundary-

layer method, but their e�ects on heating were not

large.

The combination of the VSL and N-S methods

was found to be an accurate computational tool

to cover the wide range of free-stream conditions

spanned by the present results. The VSL method,

used for the more dense cases, employed an axisym-

metric model with an e�ective nose radius of 7.1 ft,

which was found to give good agreement with the

benchmark LAURA code results for the full 3-D AFE

con�guration. The VSL method was used for those

times on the trajectory for which the rarefaction

parameter " was less than 0.07. For cases where

" was larger than 0.07, the N-S method was used.

It was shown that wall slip made a moderate im-

pact on heating rate, so only N-S cases with wall-slip

boundary condition were included.
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The Navier-Stokes method predicted the

stagnation-point heating in good agreement with the

direct simulation Monte Carlo method for the highest

altitude cases (400 000 ft). It is concluded, therefore,

that the continuum method heating predictions are

accurate for the most rare�ed of the present cases.

The adjustment factor was obtained as the ratio

of the VSL or N-S prediction to the corresponding

BLIMP prediction. This adjustment factor, com-

bined with BLIMP heating-value predictions over the

forebody, was suggested as an engineering approach

to provide design heat-transfer values for the vehi-

cle forebody. The present results showed that con-

vective heating results obtained from the VSL and

BLIMP methods were in good agreement for the

highest density cases, where the Reynolds number

approached a value of 105. For these cases the ad-

justment factor was about 1.06, and most of this

di�erence may be attributed to di�erences in ge-

ometry and transport property assumptions. How-

ever, with decreasing density, the adjustment factor

rose rapidly, reaching a peak for a value of Cheng's

parameter, K2, of about 2. With increasingly

more rare�ed conditions, the adjustment factor again

approached unity.

NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, VA 23681-0001
July 16, 1992
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Table I. Free-Stream Conditions

(a) Entry phase

English units Metric units

Time, Altitude, Velocity, Density, Pressure, Altitude, Velocity, Density, Pressure,

sec ft ft/sec slugs/ft3 lb/ft2 m m/sec kg/m3 N/m2

0 399 934 32461 3:828� 10�11 5:148� 10�5 121900 9894 1:973� 10�8 2:465� 10�3

9:6 375 386 32496 9:756� 10�11 9:900� 10�5 114418 9905 5:028� 10�8 4:740� 10�3

19:2 352 851 32516 2:848� 10�10 2:249� 10�4 107549 9911 1:468� 10�7 1:077� 10�2

28:8 332 406 32531 8:497� 10�10 5:161� 10�4 101317 9915 4:379� 10�7 2:471� 10�2

38:4 314 077 32537 2:416� 10�9 1:423� 10�3 95 731 9917 1:245� 10�6 6:815� 10�2

49:9 294 944 32511 7:112� 10�9 4:061� 10�3 89 899 9909 3:665� 10�6 1:944� 10�1

59:5 281 496 32440 1:414� 10�8 8:353� 10�3 85 800 9888 7:285� 10�6 3:999� 10�1

69:1 270 478 32295 2:479� 10�8 1:488� 10�2 82 442 9844 1:278� 10�5 7:125� 10�1

78:7 262 092 32052 3:804� 10�8 2:302� 10�2 79 886 9769 1:961� 10�5 1:102� 100

88:3 256 541 31708 5:039� 10�8 3:067� 10�2 78 194 9665 2:597� 10�5 1:468� 100

97:9 253 461 31289 5:889� 10�8 3:597� 10�2 77 255 9537 3:035� 10�5 1:722� 100

107:5 251 288 30825 6:574� 10�8 4:024� 10�2 76 593 9395 3:388� 10�5 1:927� 100

117:1 249 634 30329 7:148� 10�8 4:384� 10�2 76 088 9244 3:684� 10�5 2:099� 100

126:7 248 425 29813 7:599� 10�8 4:667� 10�2 75 720 9087 3:916� 10�5 2:235� 100

136:3 247 596 29289 7:924� 10�8 4:873� 10�2 75 467 8927 4:084� 10�5 2:333� 100

145:9 246 946 28763 8:188� 10�8 5:039� 10�2 75 269 8767 4:220� 10�5 2:413� 100

155:5 246 780 28245 8:253� 10�8 5:082� 10�2 75 219 8609 4:253� 10�5 2:433� 100

(b) Exit phase

English units Metric units

Time, Altitude, Velocity, Density, Pressure, Altitude, Velocity, Density, Pressure,

sec ft ft/sec slugs/ft3 lb/ft2 m m/sec kg/m3 N/m2

174:7 250 283 27317 6:917� 10�8 4:239� 10�2 76 286 8326 3:565� 10�5 2:030� 100

199:7 256 520 26447 5:044� 10�8 3:070� 10�2 78 187 8061 2:600� 10�5 1:470� 100

224:6 263 276 25850 3:581� 10�8 2:164� 10�2 80 247 7879 1:846� 10�5 1:036� 100

249:6 270 393 25443 2:490� 10�8 1:494� 10�2 82 416 7755 1:283� 10�5 7:153� 10�1

274:6 278 635 25150 1:636� 10�8 1:004� 10�2 84 928 7666 8:431� 10�6 4:807� 10�1

299:5 286 086 24981 1:118� 10�8 6:534� 10�3 87 199 7614 5:764� 10�6 3:128� 10�1

324:5 294 707 24858 7:199� 10�9 4:114� 10�3 89 827 7577 3:710� 10�6 1:970� 10�1

349:4 303 772 24776 4:344� 10�9 2:501� 10�3 92 590 7552 2:239� 10�6 1:197� 10�1

374:4 313 017 24722 2:568� 10�9 1:504� 10�3 95 408 7535 1:324� 10�6 7:201� 10�2

399:4 322 577 24686 1:480� 10�9 9:158� 10�4 98 321 7524 7:628� 10�7 4:385� 10�2

424:3 332 453 24660 8:475� 10�10 5:600� 10�4 101332 7516 4:368� 10�7 2:681� 10�2

449:3 342 672 24639 4:832� 10�10 3:450� 10�4 104446 7510 2:490� 10�7 1:652� 10�2

474:2 353 243 24621 2:792� 10�10 2:213� 10�4 107668 7504 1:439� 10�7 1:060� 10�2

499:2 364 168 24604 1:626� 10�10 1:447� 10�4 110998 7499 8:379� 10�8 6:928� 10�3

528:0 377 206 24586 8:999� 10�11 9:323� 10�5 114972 7494 4:638� 10�8 4:464� 10�3

549:1 387 054 24573 6:036� 10�11 7:049� 10�5 117974 7490 3:111� 10�8 3:375� 10�3

577:9 400 863 24554 3:678� 10�11 5:049� 10�5 122183 7484 1:895� 10�8 2:417� 10�3
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Table II. Correlation Parameters Used for Present Calculations

Time, sec Altitude, ft Mach no. Re1 K2 Re� "

Entry phase

0 399 934 24:15 21 0:16 2 1:007
9:6 375 386 27:89 64 :39 5 :631
19:2 352 851 31:51 216 1:09 15 :369
28:8 332 406 34:30 715 3:14 43 :214
38:4 314 077 36:03 2 186 8:83 123 :127
49:9 294 944 36:39 6 757 26:81 362 :074
59:5 281 496 35:67 13 602 55:80 719 :052
69:1 270 478 35:21 23 667 99:01 1260 :040
78:7 262 092 34:78 35 550 151:11 1933 :032
88:3 256 541 34:31 45 895 198:25 2560 :028
97:9 253 461 33:80 52 377 230:09 2990 :026
107:5 251 288 33:26 57 126 255:39 3337 :024
117:1 249 634 32:70 60 701 276:43 3626 :023
126:7 248 425 32:12 63 100 292:89 3854 :023
136:3 247 596 31:54 64 403 304:82 4017 :022
145:9 246 946 30:97 65 154 314:40 4147 :022
155:5 246 780 30:40 64 439 317:16 4179 :022

Exit phase

174:7 250 283 29:46 53 052 269:56 3498 0:024
199:7 256 520 28:62 38 317 200:32 2548 :028
224:6 263 276 28:07 27 059 144:10 1807 :033
249:6 270 393 27:74 18 726 100:71 1256 :039
274:6 278 635 27:58 12 210 65:85 824 :049
299:5 286 086 27:64 8 264 44:18 564 :059
324:5 294 707 27:81 5 232 27:57 363 :073
349:4 303 772 27:67 3 085 16:37 219 :094
374:4 313 017 27:45 1 772 9:52 129 :123
399:4 322 577 26:79 985 5:51 75 :162
424:3 332 453 26:00 541 3:18 43 :214
449:3 342 672 25:06 293 1:83 24 :283
474:2 353 243 23:81 160 1:09 14 :373
499:2 364 168 22:51 87 0:65 8 :488
528:0 377 206 20:89 44 0:37 5 :656
549:1 387 054 19:69 28 0:25 3 :801
577:9 400 863 18:18 15 0:15 2 1:027
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Table III. Calculated Stagnation-Point Heating Rate

(a) Entry phase; English units

BLIMP Viscous shock layer Navier-Stokes Adjustment factors

Time, qc; qt; qc; qt ; qc; qt;

t; BTU BTU Tw ; BTU BTU Tw ; BTU BTU Tw ;

sec ft2-sec ft2-sec �F ft2-sec ft2-sec �F ft2-sec ft2-sec �F AFc AFt

0 0:54 0:54 155 0:77 0:78 714 1:426 1:444

9:6 :86 :87 753 1:79 1:81 991 2:081 2:080

19:2 1:48 1:53 932 3:92 3:97 1308 2:649 2:595

28:8 2:73 2:86 1171 7:36 7:52 1617 2:696 2:629

38:4 4:96 5:33 1475 10:28 10:73 1766 2:073 2:013

49:9 10:28 11:33 1841 13:50 14:75 1988 12:60 13:84 1959 1:226 1:222

59:5 17:73 19:73 2179 20:05 22:43 2258 1:131 1:137

69:1 25:61 28:95 2446 27:40 31:37 2496 1:070 1:084

78:7 30:04 34:83 2585 31:26 36:96 2620 1:041 1:061

88:3 32:91 38:75 2667 34:08 41:02 2701 1:036 1:059

97:9 33:91 40:13 2695 35:40 42:77 2735 1:044 1:066

107:5 34:12 40:38 2700 36:05 43:46 2748 1:056 1:076

117:1 34:06 40:16 2696 36:23 43:44 2748 1:064 1:082

126:7 33:66 39:46 2682 36:05 42:89 2737 1:071 1:087

136:3 32:91 38:31 2659 35:89 41:92 2719 1:091 1:094

145:9 31:94 36:91 2631 34:96 40:8 2697 1:095 1:105

155:5 30:75 35:24 2592 34:06 39:33 2668 1:108 1:116

(b) Exit phase; English units

BLIMP Viscous shock layer Navier-Stokes Adjustment factors

Time, qc; qt ; qc; qt ; qc; qt ;

t; BTU BTU Tw ; BTU BTU Tw ; BTU BTU Tw ;

sec ft2-sec ft2-sec �F ft2-sec ft2-sec �F ft2-sec ft2-sec �F AFc AFt

174:7 27:69 30:87 2495 30:52 34:23 2562 1:102 1:109

199:7 21:16 23:20 2284 26:45 28:82 2434 1:250 1:242

224:6 14:46 15:82 2024 18:28 19:86 2177 1:264 1:255

249:6 9:52 10:45 1794 12:36 13:45 1932 1:298 1:287

274:6 6:34 6:97 1555 9:41 10:14 1770 1:484 1:455

299:5 3:82 4:27 1343 7:82 8:34 1662 8:13 8:65 1687 2:128 2:027

324:5 2:64 2:95 1185 6:60 6:96 1574 2:500 2:358

349:4 1:80 2:00 1033 6:37 6:60 1552 3:539 3:300

374:4 1:25 1:38 901 5:40 5:55 1466 4:320 4:021

399:4 :88 :96 782 4:14 4:24 1336 4:705 4:417

424:3 :61 :66 671 3:19 3:25 1225 5:230 4:926

449:3 :44 :47 578 2:33 2:37 1095 5:237 5:043

474:2 :32 :35 501 1:64 1:66 964 5:125 4:743

499:2 :24 :26 432 1:11 1:12 832 4:625 4:308

528:0 :18 :18 363 :68 :69 683 3:778 3:833

549:1 :14 :15 319 :48 :48 588 3:429 3:200

577:9 :11 :11 269 :31 :32 483 2:818 2:909
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Table III. Concluded

(c) Entry phase; metric units

BLIMP Viscous shock layer Navier-Stokes

Time, qc; qt; qc; qt; qc; qt;

t; W W Tw; W W Tw; W W Tw;

sec cm2 cm2 K cm2 cm2 K cm2 cm2 K

0 0:61 0:61 342 0:87 0:88 652

9:6 :97 :99 674 2:03 2:05 806

19:2 1:68 1:73 773 4:44 4:61 982

28:8 3:09 3:25 906 8:14 8:33 1154

38:4 5:63 6:05 1085 11:66 12:17 1260

49:9 11:66 12:85 1278 15:31 16:73 1360 14:28 15:70 1344

59:5 20:11 22:37 1466 22:74 25:44 1510

69:1 29:04 32:83 1614 31:07 35:57 1642

78:7 34:07 39:50 1692 35:45 41:91 1711

88:3 37:32 43:95 1737 38:65 46:52 1756

97:9 38:45 45:50 1753 40:14 48:50 1775

107:5 38:69 45:79 1756 40:88 49:28 1782

117:1 38:62 45:55 1753 41:08 49:26 1782

126:7 38:17 44:74 1746 40:88 48:64 1776

136:3 37:32 43:44 1733 40:70 47:54 1766

145:9 36:22 41:86 1717 39:64 46:27 1754

155:5 34:87 39:96 1696 38:62 44:60 1738

(d) Exit phase; metric units

BLIMP Viscous shock layer Navier-Stokes

Time, qc; qt; qc; qt; qc; qt;

t; W W Tw; W W Tw; W W Tw;

sec cm2 cm2 K cm2 cm2 K cm2 cm2 K

174:7 31:40 35:00 1642 34:61 38:82 1679

199:7 24:00 26:31 1524 29:99 32:68 1608

224:6 16:40 17:94 1380 20:73 22:52 1465

249:6 10:80 11:86 1252 14:02 15:25 1329

274:6 7:19 7:90 1119 10:67 11:50 1239

299:5 4:33 4:84 1002 8:87 9:46 1179 9:23 9:82 1193

324:5 3:00 3:35 914 7:48 7:89 1130

349:4 2:04 2:27 829 7:22 7:49 1118

374:4 1:42 1:57 756 6:12 6:30 1070

399:4 :99 1:09 690 4:69 4:81 998

424:3 :69 :75 628 3:62 3:69 936

449:3 :50 :54 577 2:64 2:68 864

474:2 :37 :39 534 1:86 1:88 791

499:2 :27 :29 496 1:26 1:28 718

528:0 :20 :21 457 :77 :78 635

549:1 :16 :17 433 :54 :55 582

577:9 :12 :13 405 :36 :36 524
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